We need a Koch, a new Pasteur to concoct a key solution For as of now, I have no salve, no respite or resolution. This Spanish flu kills quickly, some in one day or two. The fever mounts, the lungs fill up, with a frothy bloody brew. Then black go the feet: The end comes then, it's easy to predict. Coffins fill, we daren't run out, the carpenter works quick.
The Mother
I watch and I wait and I know nothing great Will come of this. Boys who played with fate As they played with toy soldiers on the rug Now tire of the endless graves they've dug. I've lost two sons: one to that Spanish flu, One to the Kaiser. What difference to Me here? I grow deaf from the quiet. The``supreme sacrifice.'' Who could deny it? I gave them over: to a fever and a bullet. Alive I remain (why?) still I wait, yet I sit.
